now i am going to be hinging gifts from Rosalie Asian European Space Agency and Trey Kuiper's from Ross aviation don't pet it thank you very much and from reservation to olya contain janka pls tell them these are our traditional gifts for a non-standard team based on our tradition allow me on behalf of the crew first of all to thank all of you who gathered here on the ground of karaganda on the earth of cargando to express gratitude for your efforts and to extend the warmest wishes to all of you and they are promising that next
time they're going to come out and greet

you unfortunately today there was a note

very typical case for us nevertheless

the crew had a very long day they have

performed a number of activities and the

t was difficult so therefore it

was a decision of the crew and

unfortunately they are not here but

we're ready to answer any questions i

would like to also give the podium to

the commander of the russian air force

the second sub division Major General

Victor Sebastian of

dear friends I represent those very
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pilots who have made sure that evacuation of the cosmonauts took place

from the landing site Rosalie station the second division of rationally Air Force

and we support launches and landings and the evacuation of cosmonauts from the sides this is our traditional gift they probably would want something sweet after a difficult landing of course we will convey to them for sure all the best to your best wishes may ask a question of course i can answer but only in general that they have been for over 40 scientific experiment experiments
personally participate in scientific and technological experiments and his special goal was to photograph the earth's surface during a response to a contingency situation and he has fulfilled all the goals of his flight program also based on his program he worked he participated in the activities with visiting vehicles and supported an EV and the program you know because it was slightly changed the launching and the landing and launch program was slightly changed and so the duration was slightly extended over by over a month and that had an impact on the activities
of the entire station however all the goals were fulfilled and there are even additional achievements in the area of science and payloads and what what do you think because of the extended duration at the station is that worse or better but this is statistical mean this flight is not anything phenomenal it has been tested and our prevention means that they have on board I have fully supported them however is a the vehicle commander he bears a huge load responsibility for the entire
vehicle and the results of preparation

of the vehicle for flight so the last

day a person doesn't get any sleep

before the flight and therefore there is

nothing unusual about the state in such

a state after landing so everything is

fine dear journalist journalist Syracuse

thank you for your hospitality you know

that the first cosmonaut Yuri Alexis

Gagarin flew into space in 1961 but

starting with 1962 it's been over 50

years since we've been flying into space

among them there was a woman in today is

a special day for us
because Russian cosmic ray of the 

ostriches have landed on our karaganda 

land and we're proud to be hosts to this 

event so may we send our best wishes 

wishes of best health to the cosmonauts 

please give it to them 

okay I'm by cougars you tell me oh very 

weak very hard to I cannot really walk 

people have to support me I feel first 

of all great that the mission was a 

great success and we learned that 

nominally so that is very nice this I'm 

pleased but I I really physically feel 

much worse at first light so that's it 

much worse at first light so that's it
will take a long time to recover it's

101
00:08:24,660 --> 00:08:32,490
very it's very dishy when I move my head

102
00:08:28,050 --> 00:08:35,700
and the walking is I have to learn

103
00:08:32,490 --> 00:08:38,610
walking from the beginning so but I'm

104
00:08:35,700 --> 00:08:41,000
pleased with the lightning in the

105
00:08:38,610 --> 00:08:41,000
mission

106
00:09:01,220 --> 00:09:09,950
it's really good you look great while

107
00:09:04,710 --> 00:09:09,950
virgin thank you

108
00:09:18,320 --> 00:09:20,379
you